Abstract -Surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) filters have been generally accepted as the best available choice for timing recovery in repeatered transoceanic fiber transmission systems operating in the range of 300 Mbit/s as well as in other digital transmission systems operating from approximately 0.1 to 1 or 2 Gbit/s. The SAW tqhnology is ready and reliable, filter sue is consistent with the severe space limitations of undersea repeater housings, and cost is reasonable, especially for the transversal (tipped-delay-line) filter type. This paper updates the relationship between system performance and the characteristics of transversal SAW filters, which have a finite impulse response and non-minimum-phase behavior. New results relate to passband ripple (typical in these filters), thermal characteristics, and the impact of the delay-line structure on filter "ringing" time.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S with other aspects of transoceanic fiber transmission systems, ongoing development has fostered a growing sophistication in the regenerator timing-recovery loop. A broad-brush study of repeatered systems with surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) retiming filters, reported about two years ago [l] , has already become dated. Progress since that time on three important topics is summarized here. Two of the topics came to the fore when a firm decision was made in favor of transversal SAW filters for the transatlantic cable. Such filters are notorious for the difficulty of eliminating passband ripple. The effects of ripple on timing jitter and alignment jitter have been characterized analytically [2], with results that are somewhat alarming under worst-case conditions. Fortunately, the worst-case conditions are substantially softened [3] by natural variations in the passband shapes of manufactured filters. The jitter situation is described in Section 111. Another notable consequence of using the transversal type of filter is that its effective "ringing" time is much longer than the ringing time of a minimum-phase (resonator) filter with the same 3-dB fractional bandw?dth ("l/Q"). The reasons and the system implications are discussed in Section IV.
Finally, the moderate temperature variability of SAW filter characteristics on quartz has proved to be more useful than the absolute temperature stability that has been pursued for many years. The temperature variation of filter phase can be employed to compensate much of the phasetemperature variation of the timing-loop electronics [4] . As a result, the thermal offset of the decision point from its optimum location in the eye diagram can be well controlled over the required temperature range. The compensation scheme is described in Section V where we also assess the Cost, an increase in static frequency detuning. Results are summarized in Section VI.
To establish terminology and simplify later discussion, we begin with a basic picture of a SAW transversal filter in Section 11.-
A BASIC SAW TRANSVERSAL FILTER
The simplest form of the SAW transversal filter is shown in Fig. l(a) [5]. Piezoelectric transducers, which convert an R F electrode voltage difference into propagating SAW'S or vice versa, are arranged as transmitting and receiving endfire arrays along the propagation axis. Each transducer is a pair of interdigitated metallic-film combs deposited on a piezoelectric substrate (quartz in the case of narrow-band .timing-recovery filters). A voltage applied at the bus bars of the transmitter combs creates strong fields of alternating sign between successive pairs of fingers to generate localized alternating strains (acoustic standing waves equivalent to a pair of running waves) in the substrate. The inverse process occurs at the receiver.
Contrary to the case of minimum-phase (resonator) filters, the amplitude and phase characteristics of a transversal filter are nearly independent of each other. The transmission phase of a narrow-band transversal filter is linear in frequency to a good approximation since the phase is determined primarily by constant-velocity acoustic propagation over a path of many wavelengths between transmitter and receiver.
In scattering terms, the simple transducers shown are 3-ports [6], [7] , with an electrical port at the bus bars and two acoustic parts at the ends of each array. As with any narrow-band filter, the passband shape is sensitive to the terminations at the electrical ports. It is characteristic of these 3-ports that if the impedance match at the electrical port is improved to raise the transduction efficiency (thereby reducing the insertion loss of the filter), there is an 0733-8724/84/1200-0917$01.00 01984 IEEE 
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attendant increase in the reflection of incoming acoustic waves at the acoustic ports [6] , [7] . In a filter, the result is multiple acoustic reflections between transducers. The largest of these is the "triple-transit" reflection shown in Fig. l(b) . The triple transit is a delayed version of the directly transmitted signal and interferes with it coherently to produce a passband ripple (Fig. 2) that is difficult to suppress. Although there is a voluminous literature dealing with ripple reduction, in hardware the ripple never goes away entirely. The jitter studies were undertaken to determine the consequences of ripple effects in a long chain of regenerators and to learn how much ripple might be acceptable in a transoceanic system. 
PASSBAND R P P L E EFFECTS ON JITTER
The first question that arises is whether ripple on the filter transmission passband can cause jitter peaking in the associated regenerator transfer function for phase jitter [l] , [8] . The answer turns out to be simple in the case of a filter with symmetric ripple and linear phase. The phase-jitter transfer function is then effectively the same as the filter transfer function [9] translated to baseband and normalized to 1 at dc, as shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 1 , and included triple transits to describe the ripple in a natural way. The transmitting and receiving transducers were assumed to be identical. Sample results of the computations are shown in . is normalized to 0 dB at low frequencies for a single regenerator, and the horizontal scale is normalized to the 3-dB point of the jitter filter response in the absence of multiple reflections. The systematic-jitter spectra show typical cancellation effects resulting from a coherent sum of jitter transfer functions: deep minima and a depression of the corner region. In addition, a spectral peak emerges in the region of the jitter peak. The effect of the peak on jitter accumulation can be appreciated by observing that both scales are plotted logarithmically and that the squared rms jitter is proportional to the numerical area-under each spectral curve. The random-jitter spectra lack the phase cancellations that tend to pull down the corner in systematic-jitter spectra, so that the jitter peak takes full effect. As a result, integrated random jitter tends to accumulate along a chain more rapidly than integrated systematic jitter in the presence of jitter peaking. This effect may be seen in Fig. 4 , which shows the rms timing jitter accumulation at the end of a chain of N regenerators using identical filters. For comparison, we also show the rms jitter accumulation for nonpeaking filters with the same Q(S00 . With peaking present, however, the rms alignment jitter will in fact grow along the chain, as shown in Fig. 5 [2], [3] . The rate of growth is faster for random jitter than for systematic, just as in the case of timing jitter accumulation. Alignment jitter in the last regenerator of a chain must be carefully controlled to avoid excessive decision errors.
In assessing the implications of Figs. 4 and 5, one must keep in mind that peak-to-peak jitter is some characteristic multiple of rms jitter. Multiples of 6-13 have been seen in various systems. If the multiple is 10, for example, and if o1 is 1/2" for random jitter, Fig. 5 yields a peak-to-peak random alignment jitter of about 210" in the 150th regenerator. Its decision circuit would then be operating with random alignment swings of t-105" on top of the other static and dynamic misalignments. In most cases, the result would be a very high error rate. Under similar conditions, the full peak-to-peak accumulated jitter implied by the curves of Fig. 4 would have to be accommodated in the elastic store of the receiving terminal.
The above results appear open to question because the use of a transfer function implies a linear relation between the jitter coming into a regenerator and the jitter leaving it. Linearity is readily justified when jitter accumulation is small or when it is concentrated near dc, as in the case of ripple-free filters. However, when jitter accumulates away from dc, as in the case of jitter peaking, the input-output relation may become effectively nonlinear and thereby introduce deviations from the transfer-function predictions. For the small amounts of peaking under consideration here, estimates [3] indicate that nonlinear effects will be quite unimportant.
The next practical question is how to choose an acceptable degree of filter passband ripple. The answer depends strongly on the random variations in a population of manufactured filters. A suitable analytical formalism has been developed to deal with distributions of filter passband shapes and center-frequency mistuning [3] . The shapes include asymmetric as well as symmetric passbands, with or without ripple, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The jitter transfer function [3] corresponding to each case is shown in Fig.  6(b) . The connection between the complex filter transfer function and the complex jitter transfer function is discussed in the Appendix where the two functions are shown to be effectively related through simple symmetry operations.
To simulate a population of manufactured filters, a whole family of passband shapes, including all but the first in Fig. 6(a) , has been represented analytically through a filter model described in [2] . Passband shapes were varied through a single random variable, the effective phase shift between the triple-transit and first-transit signals. If that phase were stepped incrementally through a change of 360", the passband shapes would run the gamut from a central peak to strong asymmetry to a central dip to reversed asymmetry and back to a central peak. Somewhat more than half the full range, centered on a central dip (largest jitter peak), appears ample for approximate simulation of a prototype filter population for TAT-8. With reference to Fig. 1 , the interference phase variation was described by a random variation of the transducer separation parameter n = 20 + e, with E uniformly distributed between limits (0.1,0.25), equivalent to (0.1-0.4) for symmetry reasons. For purposes of comparison to Fig. 4 , where all filters had identical symmetric dips yielding jitter peaks of 0.2 dB, the symmetrically rippled member of the population has been arbitrarily adjusted to a peak of 0.2 dB. The magnitude of individual transducer reflections is thereby determined in the model. The analytical model is too simple to describe flat-topped band shapes, so that ripple effects in the manufactured population are overstated by the model. The statistical effects on jitter accumulation are illustrated in Fig. 7 . The solid lines represent a fully stochastic computation [3] of rms systematic and random jitter accumulation. The surrounding bands extend one standard deviation on either side. In the systematic case, the dashed line corresponds to a chain of identical regenerators whose filter transfer function is an average [3] taken over the filter population. The corresponding curve for random jitter accumulation is too close to its solid curve to be shown. Fig. 7 contains several striking results. First, the exponential jitter accumulation produced by a chain of peaking regenerators has gone away. The reason is that in the distributed population, the part of the population with jitter peaks is counterbalanced by another part that rolls off rather rapidly. The average jitter transfer function in the example population is in fact almost maximally flat. Second, the systematic and random accumulation curves have approximately recovered the power-law behavior of nonpeaking regenerator chains, with the systematic jitter accumulating faster than the random jitter. Third, the use of an average filter characteristic in the traditional unvarying-transfer-function computation has yielded a reasonable representation of a chain of regenerators with a distributed filter population. We conclude that filter passband ripple may be either damaging or innocuous in a long-haul system. The effects of ripple ultimately depend on the magnitude of the associated jitter peaks and on the character and range of variation of passband shapes. Note that the circuits terminating the filters will play an important role since the passband shape of a narrow-band filter is sensitive to the filter terminations.
Iv. TRANSVERSAL FILTER "RINGING" BEHAVIOR
A timing-recovery filter must "ring" long enough to maintain a useful timing wave at the decision circuit during the longest string of zeros or NRZ ones expected over system life. Maximum string length was previously estimated to be 62 unit intervals in a 25-year transoceanic system with a generous safety margin [l] . During the transitionless string, filter deexcitation has to be compensated through the dynamic range of the postfilter amplifier. Filter deexcitation was described [l] by a power-decay factor of exp(-2r/Q) per unit interval, appropriate to a simple resonator with an inverse fractional bandwidth of Q. That decay law led to a mild lower-bound constraint on filter Q implied by the ringing requirement. Since the ringing mechanism in transversal filters is quite different from that in resonator filters, the transversal-filter decay law has been examined, with results described here.
A resonator filter is a minimum-phase infinite-impulseresponse device. It loses a fixed fraction of the trapped energy in every transit across the resonant cavity, but the balance remains trapped for later transits. The 3-dB bandwidth is a direct measure of the fractional loss per transit. On the other hand, a transversal (or delay-line) filter (Fig.  1) is a nonminimum-phase finite-impulse-response device with transmission amplitude and phase nearly independent of each other. The filter is essentially a single-pass device that does not ring in the resonator sense. Energy is stored in the filter only during the time needed for the acoustic wave-to travel the length of the transmitting and receiving transducer structures. The 3-dB bandwidth is also controlled by propagation: the transmission is ideally a maximum at the synchronous frequency, where the acoustic wavelength matches the period of the transducer finger pattern, and rolls off at other frequencies as the mismatch between wavelength and finger period increases.
In evaluating the filter "Mging" behavior, we shall limit consideration to the synchronous case. Fig. 8 illustrates the coherent buildup of acoustic waves traveling toward the exit face of the transmitter nearest to the receiver. For simplicity, both transducers are assumed to have NT finger periods. We also assume for the moment that the transmitter is excited by a message transition in every unit interval, i.e., that the incoming binary code is ' -101010 -. . , so that after the prefilter and squarer of an NRZ timing loop, there is a driving pulse in each time slot. The corresponding transitions are shown by the diagrams [13] in the-left-hand column. The voltage applied to the transmitter bus bars generates an acoustic wave train of the same length as the transducer at each instant. Although generation is continuous in time, we show the instantaneously generated wave trains only, at instants separated by multiples of the unit interval. Acoustic waves generated in successive cycles cause a progressive buildup in acoustic amplitude; at the transmitter output face, the amplitude is NT times that produced by a single period of the transducer. Wave sums are indicated at the bottom for NT = 8. In CW operation, a fully enhanced wave uniformly spans the entire receiver, whose NT periods provide another multiplication by N , in the received signal. Fig. 8 also illustrates the linear buildup and decay of the acoustic wave when excitation begins and ceases. The linear taper in a transversal filter is analogous to the exponential taper in a resonator filter and is similarly responsible for the ringing. For a random binary message, acoustic generation occurs, on the average, during one out of two cycles, so that on average, the transmitter-wave sum is half as large as that shown. Fluctuations about the average tend to be insignificant for typical retiming filters with hundreds of finger periods in the transducers. Note that the transmitted wave still spans the entire receiver in the presence of continuing traffic, so that there is no additional factor-of-2 loss of amplitude in the receiver.
The above idealized model has been used to obtain the minimum filter transmission when m consecutive transitionless time slots are imbedded in a long wave train whose mean transition probability outside the m intervals is 1/2. Results are shown in the upper curve in Fig. 9 where For a transversal filter on quartz with a Q of 800, NT will be roughly 500. If the message contains one string of 62 zeros or ones, the filter transmission will dip by 1.1 dB, about half as many decibels as the transmission dip of a simple resonator filter of the same Q. The factor of 2 in decibels applies for all values of z below roughly 0.2. As in 111, we can relate the minimum transmitted power during a T-Tt ( C ) long transitionless string to the dynamic range D of the postfilter amplifier needed to restore the timing wave. With D in decibels, we can combine (1) and the decay law shown in Fig. 9 to obtain T~ maintain a low bit-error-ratio (BER) Over a specified parabola is shown for a filter withhear phase slope s = d+/df = - 0.7 temperature range (e.g., O-3O0C), the decision cross hair in frequency at the turnover temperature, and the baud frequency fh has deg/kHz. GC = transmission phase at fc, +z and f, are phase and the eye diagram must be stable against temperature been substituted for f, with sufficient accuracy for the figure. tions. Thermal stability of the eye diagram involves the temperature behavior of three distinct circuit segments: i) the circuit branch that carries the conditioned pulse train to the decision point, ii) the timing-loop electronics, and iii) the timing-recovery filter 111. For simplicity, we shall start by assuming that part i) is constant over the temperature range of interest. The burden of stability then falls on the complete timing loop, parts ii) and iii). In an N U system, part ii) typically includes a prefilter, a squaring circuit, a high-gain limiting postfilter amplifier, and a static phase adjuster. The combination tends to result in'a considerable temperature variation of transmission phase, which must be compensated as well as possible [4] through the thermal characteristics of the filter transmission phase.
The thermal behavior of the filter is controlled primarily by the orientation of the quartz substrate [14] and secondarily by the metal-film transducers [15] . Filter transmission phase versus temperature is illustrated in Fig. 10 for a typical high-stability orientation of the quartz. The phase is a parabolic function of the temperature, with the apex, at " turnover temperature" T,, adjustable from well below 0°C to well above 70°C. The parabola curvature, expressed by the product cfs, (symbols defined in Fig. 10 caption) , may depend somewhat on both T, and the metal transducers 1151, [16] . Because T, is controllable in manufacture, and because the phase variations of the filter and the electronics are of comparable range, it is possible to acheve good thermal stabilization of the complete timing loop over various temperature ranges of practical interest. This concept was introduced in a terrestrial system design described in [4] . Fig. 11 shows an example more typical of present undersea regenerators employing monolithic integrated circuits. The. phase characteristic of the electronics shows a pronounced curvature at the lower temperatures. Since the filter is in cascade with the electronics, phase stabilization only involves a sum of phase shifts. As the figure shows, with the filter turnover temperature in Fig. 10 placed at 60"C, the total timing-loop phase variation is less than 2" assumed to behave as in Fig. 10 , with 7; placed at 60°C. The phase between 0 and 30°C. Notice that if the circuit carrying the pulse train to the decision circuit, segment i) above, should exhibit significant thermal phase variations, the timing loop could be adjusted for a similar thermal phase variation to maintain the correct decision phase. The stabilization scheme described above has an unavoidable consequence. For a filter with a linear phasefrequency characteristic (e.g., a narrow-band transversal filter on quartz), one can show that the temperature variation of phase is tracked by a temperature variation of passband center frequency (see Fig. 10 ). In other words, as temperature moves away from T,, the whole passband shifts downward in frequency. For a given operating temperature range (TL, Tu) (lower and upper limits), the frequency shift across the range is minimized by placing T, at T = ( TL + Tu)/2. However, if T, is shifted away from T to stabilize the timing-loop phase, then the frequency shift A j across (TL, Tu) necessarily increases. Since this source of static detuning must be controlled along with other sources, there is a limit to how far T, can be pushed from tuning are compensated as described above, while frequency errors in manufacture translate into phase errors that are corrected by the timing-loop phase adjuster during regenerator assembly. All frequency detuning mechanisms do have an impact, however,,on the supervisory system devised for the TAT-8 transatlantic cable [17] . Supervisory information is returned to a terminal h a the optical channel in the form of tone bursts of an FM subcarrier in the 15-30-kHz range.
To maintain a useful subcarrier signal-to-noise ( S / N ) ratio, the average regenerator must have a jitter transfer function that rolls off very little between the baud and the subcarrier sideband, as shown by the upper curve in Fig.  13 . Excessive static frequency detuning of the SAW filters could change the filter transfer function to the lower curve, which rolls off below the threshold of acceptable supervisory S / N . The total static frequency detuning must be carefully limited to keep the mean jitter transfer modulus in the acceptable region. The limit tends to tighten as the filter passband shapes become more varied.
The jitter effects of retiming-filter passband ripple in long regenerator chains have been examined within the transfer-function approximation. Approximations made along the way are believed to be conservative in the sense that stricter modeling would yield results less harmful to system performance. For a chain of identical regenerators, symmetric ripple has been found capable of causing a) exponential accumulation of timing jitter along the chain, b) random timing jitter accumulation faster than systematic, and c) exponential growth of alignment jitter along the chain, with random jitter again outpacing systematic. However, for a chain of regenerators with a distribution of filter transfer functions, constructed in a realistic manner from the symmetrically tippled case, all the above effects can disappear. When the average filter in the distribution is ripple free, jitter behavior effectively reverts to the ripple-free case. This conclusion is based on ripple not in excess of 0.2 dB. For larger ripple, the stochastic variance could become large enough to allow a significant probability of undesirable effects in a randomly assembled chain. Under common manufacturing limitations, it appears necessary to characterize a population of filters to determine whether a system built with them will behave well or badly with respect to jitter.
The ringing behavior of SAW transversal retiming filters has been derived from a highly simplified model. Although the model omits many features of real filters, those features are not expected to alter the ringing behavior appreciably. A SAW transversal filter has been found to drop its output level only half as much in decibels as a simple resonator filter of the same Q after excitation is disrupted by the longest transitionless string expected in 25 years of random traffic. As a result, with random traffic the timing loop can utilize a postfilter amplifier with half the dynamic range previously estimated [l] .
Recent, developments have been described concerning thermal stabilization of the decision phase in a regenerator. The filter phase-temperature characteristic can be used to stabilize the phase-temperature characteristic of the electronics [4] to within a few degrees in undersea systems. Across the operating temperature range, a penalty in the form of increased thermal shifting of the filter passband has been identified and evaluated. The importance of these shifts will depend on the specific parameters of timing and decision circuits. Implications for center-frequency filter trimming have also been noted. A simple transformation is described in the Appendix for converting a filter transfer function into the corresponding jitter transfer function. The general features of the latter can be quickly visualized after a little practice. (12) both defined relative to the baud. These relations have a simple geometrical significance illustrated in Fig. 14: apart from normalization, the jitter transfer function is formed by a) translating the filter transfer function to baseband, with the baud moving to the origin, b) averaging the shifted amplitude response with its mirror reflection in the vertical axis, in accord with (ll), and c) averaging the shifted phase response with its transform obtained by inversion through the origin, in accord with (12). Because of construction b), a filter passband with a linear amplitude slope across the baud will have a jitter transfer function that is flat near f = 0. Construction b) also helps to explain why two-section-Butterworth and simple resonator filters show no jitter peaking with detuning until the detuning exceeds the 3-dB bandwidth [l] . At smaller values of detuning, there is no central dip in the average of the filter transfer function with its reflection through the baud.
